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Abstract
neuroscience, for which these large and behaviorally-complex rodents
occupy a favorable position that jointly optimizes accessibility for
experimental intervention and richness of experimental readout. Yet
application of new optogenetic tools in the rat system has been slower
than in the mouse system until recently, due in part to technical challenges.
These challenges have now largely been overcome, and the neuroscience
community is applying optogenetic techniques to the rat system for fast,
diverse readouts ranging from physiology to imaging to behavior. Here we
provide an overview of the optogenetic tools and techniques best suited
for rat optogenetics, and review current literature employing optogenetics
in this way for application to fundamental systems neuroscience, and to
models of neurological and psychiatric disease.
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Figure 1: The opsins
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Figure 1. Single-component optogenetic tool categories. Four major
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classes of opsin commonly used in optogenetics experiments,
each encompassing light sensation and effector function
within a single gene, include: 1) channelrhodopsins (ChR),
which are light-activated cation channels that give rise to
inward (excitatory) currents under physiological conditions;
2) halorhodopsins (NpHR shown), which are inhibitory
(outward-current) chloride pumps; 3) bacteriorhodopsins
and proteorhodopsins (BR/PR), proton pumps that tend to
be inhibitory and include archaerhodopsins; and 4) optoXRs,
which modulate secondary messenger signaling pathways.
Adapted with permission from ref. 220.
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Figure 2: Infection, Light
Stimulation, and Recording
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Figure 2. Optogenetic targeting and experimental design suitable for the rat system. Panels A-C illustrate rat-compatible strategies for transducing
the cell population of interest with an opsin. These include A) transduction of cell bodies via viral injection, B) single or dual-virus retrograde

projections, F) illuminating multiple distinct populations of cells at the same or different locations, which can express opsins sensitive to
include: G) recording at the site of optical stimulation, H) recording downstream of optical stimulation, I) recording at transduced cell bodies,
while stimulating downstream projections. Adapted with permission from ref. 28, 220.
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3.1 Readouts: integrating electrophysiology with
optogenetics in rats

in vivo
55

3.2 Readouts: integrating freely-moving behavior with
optogenetics in rats
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Figure 3: Combining optical
stimulation and recording
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Figure 3. Integrating optogenetics with electrophysiology in rats. Several groups have developed optrode devices for simultaneous optical manipulation
tetrodes (adapted from ref. 74; multiple additional optetrode devices have been designed and fabricated [29,101,106-109]); B) the multisite
Figure
4: Optogenetics
and allows for illumination patterns across many recording sites (adapted with permission from reference 106);
silicon
probe
optrode [106], which
C)Behavior
the chronic multisite optrode [29,101
109], for recording and stimulation across many cortical units (adapted with permission from reference
109).
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Figure 4.

test has been automated with magnetic induction-based detection of kicks combined with optogenetic stimulation and electrical recording
(adapted with permission from ref. 26). B) Operant behavior in rats can also be combined with optogenetics [16,31]. The chamber itself is
of the rat with a counter-weighted lever arm (adapted with permission from ref. 31). C) Optogenetic manipulations can also be combined
115,116]. In these experiments, an elastic band, rather than a lever arm, is used to support
optical stimulation with behavior.
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4.1 Applications: behavioral conditioning and reward in
the rat

3.3 Readouts: integrating imaging with optogenetics in
rats
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4.2 Applications: cognition in the rat
Memory-guided orienting
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4.3 Applications: Neurological disease-related pathology
in the rat

4.4 Applications: Psychiatric disease-related pathology
in the rat
Habit circuitry relevant to compulsive behaviors
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Motivation circuitry relevant to depressive behaviors
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